Forwarding International Expansion
If this sounds like an invitation to a new challenge, you are
right. We are a highly innovative manufacturer of medical
devices and develop, produce and distribute novel vascular
implants for interventional neuroradiology. Our products are
used primarily by neuroradiologists, interventional radiologists
and neurosurgeons to prevent and treat strokes. Our name
stands for high-end medical equipment made in Germany.
Take this opportunity to join us as we expand, and help shape
our direction – as the

Manager Clinical Trials (m/f/d)
for neurointerventional medical devices in Pforzheim
 Manage a wide range of contacts
The wide spectrum of contacts with customers in this fascinating field makes this a truly exciting activity.
You will maintain contact with principal investors worldwide and manage relations involving clinical trials
with all relevant organizations in Europe, the USA and Asia.
 You know the markets
You use your knowledge of the industry to provide valuable input to colleagues in Regulatory Affairs and to
Sales and jointly define strategies for opening new markets – geographically and in terms of new treatment
options. You develop forward-looking marketing strategies for our products that are primed for success.
 Your view matters
You initiate and organize clinical studies and examinations in the EU and the US, and define study designs
with our principal investors in the neurointerventional market as their key contact.
 An experienced player
You are familiar with organizing and carrying out clinical studies and trials and have worked successfully in
the medical device industry for at least seven years, preferably in the minimal-invasive / interventional
business, ideally in the neurointerventional segment. In this field you have acquired experience in dealing
with key opinion leaders in the industry and honed your English to full professional proficiency.
 Build our success
Your excellent communication skills play an important role and will benefit you in numerous multicultural
relations. In addition, your enthusiasm and entrepreneurial skills represent an excellent foundation from
which you take independent action and contribute to a positive global development with great ideas and
new strategies.
 Your commitment pays off
As a rapidly growing, owner-managed medical device company with a flat hierarchy and a start-up
mindset, we offer an attractive salary package and plenty of leeway to shape and develop this new
position.

Contact information
For a fi rst contact and for clarifying your questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Mrs. Natalia
Trocha. She is looking forward to your call at +49 7231 15500-231. Or just send your application,
preferably vie e-mail.
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